
 

 

 

 
 
 

 

RAFOC REMINISCENCES AND RAMBLINGS - WEEK 85 
19th NOVEMBER 2021 

GREETINGS: 
 

Day 606...  Remembrance Day Services in SA and around the world.... Miss SA will have to go to 
Israel on her own account.... “So it seems there will be 'snow' in Durban this Christmas, courtesy of 
the budgies.” (Cocaine with a street value of millions missing from the SAPS Port Shepstone 
evidence store during Hawks investigation...) Always something new out of Africa... SA faces 
“talent Tsunami” skills loss.... Mango’s wings clipped... Faf's inglorious Proteas ending highlights 
oft-hostile exit of SA sport stars…. Long-term load shedding fears as contractor downs tools at 
Kusile…. Lily mine inquest: Lawyer jumps to defend client from Richard Spoor's line of 
questioning.... Demand for bodyguards soars in SA as kidnappings escalate.... R50 million ransom 
secured the release of the four Moti brothers….  Boks beat Scotland in Dubai.... Rassie suspended 
for 2 months.... A special 50th Anniversary Flight on 11 Nov for RAFOC member – see end of 
these Ramblings .... What does this weekend hold? 
RCAF deployed to “terrifically bad situation” due floods…. Amazon to stop accepting UK-issued 
Visa credit cards  - too many fraudsters?.... Russia's new Cold War is at its most dangerous – 
Ukraine the target…. Belarus goes rogue with immigrants.... Liverpool Terror attack…. Yorkshire’s 
Harrison facing county revolt over ECB’s handling of racism scandal.... Whatever would Boycott 
say? UK says France is "ceding sovereign territory to criminal people smugglers".... Cop26 “hope, 
grief and pride” ends with a whimper as China tries to water down pledge at end of COP26 
summit.... Chinese Communist Party paves the way for unlimited rule.... Meghan and the tricky 
question of misogyny.... Thomas Markle on Prince Harry: 'Maybe he was dropped on his head as a 
baby. Everything that comes out of his mouth is stupid.' 
“The tigers of wrath are wiser than the horses of instruction” (William Blake) 
 
REMEMBRANCE ROUNDUP: 
 
Many of us will have attended or watched Remembrance Services in the last week. With 
Remembrance 2021 drawing to a close, the RAF reflect on this poignant period in memory of 
those who made the ultimate sacrifice fighting for the way we live today. We have worn the poppy 
as an Act of Remembrance for the last 100 years, and will continue to do so for the next 100. Who 
do you wear your poppy for? 
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THE RAF QUEEN’S COLOUR SQUADRON MOUNTED THE HONOUR GUARD: 
 

 
 
The word Cenotaph means ‘empty tomb.’ The inscription reads ‘The Glorious Dead.’ There are no 
names inscribed on it, allowing individuals to assign their own meaning to the memorial. On the 19 
July 1919, thousands of soldiers marched past the newly erected wood and plaster structure. 
British, French, American, Belgian and Greek soldiers were all present, as well as men from the 
British Empire. Although only intended to stand for one week, it proved so popular that a 
permanent replacement was commissioned. The structure that stands today was unveiled on the 
11 November 1920 by King George V. (IWM Via Gordon Dyne) 
  
RAF AROUND THE WORLD REMEMBERS: 

 
 
RAMSTEIN: 
Military personnel based at Headquarters Allied Air Command at Ramstein Air Base marked 
Remembrance Day with a multinational parade. Group Captain Pip Harding paid homage to those 
who have made the ultimate sacrifice, recalling those lost, following readings by Wing Commander 
Pete Thorbjornsen RAF and Lieutenant Colonel Charleen Coulbeck, Royal Canadian Air Force. 
Those in attendance paused in silence to remember as the Last Post was performed at 11:00am. 
 
NATO HEADQUARTERS: 
The poignant geographic location, with a backdrop of the 30 NATO national flags, and the staffs of 
many Allied nations present symbolised the strength of unity and opportunity to reflect on how far 
we have come through history. Following the parade, a multinational team from the headquarters 

The Cenotaph:            This Memorial 
represents the unprecedented losses 
suffered during the First World War. It 
stands on Whitehall as an enduring 
symbol of remembrance and 
commemoration. Since 1919, it has 
become the focal point of the National 
Service of Remembrance, held on 
Remembrance Sunday. Its meaning 
has developed over time, and it now 
memorialises those who have given 
their lives in all conflicts since the First 
World War. 

Oman: RAF personnel currently 
deployed on Exercise MAGIC 
CARPET at the Air Exercise area in 
Dhofar Governorate, Oman 
attended a ceremony with RAF 
Deputy Commander Operations, Air 
Marshal Gerry Mayhew CBE. During 
a busy exercise programme, the 
detachment of over three hundred 
personnel took a moment to offer 
their respects for the sacrifices that 
fellow soldiers, sailors and airmen 
have made over the years in 
keeping Britain safe. 
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completed a Remembrance Vigil Run carrying NATO flags around the borders of the base. "I 
am privileged to be with our personnel here in Oman to commemorate Armistice Day. It is hugely 
important to honour those who have come before us and to recognise the sacrifice not just of 
those who have served." Air Marshal Mayhew. RAF Deputy Commander Operations 

 
EXERCISE POINT BLANK: 
 

 
 

RAF Fighter jets and air-to-air refuelling aircraft have taken part in a mass air exercise with United 
States Air Force Europe, bringing an end to the Bomber Task Force season. Aircraft from across 
the UK participated in Exercise POINT BLANK, a quarterly joint exercise run by the United States 
Air Force, which includes aircraft based at RAF Lakenheath as well as participants flying across 
from continental U.S.A.  Over 26 UK fighter aircraft including RAF Typhoons and F-35 
Lightnings exercised with United States Air Force F15E fighters, and B1 and B52 strategic 
bombers, demonstrating the UK’s ability to operate in a highly contested fighting environment with 
near-peer adversaries across a range of aircraft capabilities. The RAF also supplied air-to-air 
refuelling support using Voyager aircraft from RAF Brize Norton and KC-135 from RAF Mildenhall 
in order to ensure both UK and US participants maximised their training potential, demonstrating 
the UK’s commitment to collective defence and interoperability. Exercise POINT BLANK brought a 
successful close to the UK’s participation in this year’s series of United States Bomber Task Force 
deployments to northern Europe which saw numerous air exercises and activities across the 
continent and in a variety of roles. The numerous interactions with other NATO partners and allies, 
as well as the training opportunities with the deployment of United States Air Force strategic 
bombers, is a continued demonstration of the UK’s commitment to continued collective defence. 
 
617 SQUADRON DJIBOUTI FLYPAST: 
 

F-35B Lightnings from 617 Squadron, currently embarked aboard HMS Queen Elizabeth, have 
joined US and French jets in a fly past over Djibouti, East Africa, on the Red Sea coast. The fly 
past was part of an exercise involving United States Air Force B-1B Lancer bombers that were 
conducting a presence patrol mission in the region. For the fly past the U.S. strategic bombers 
were joined by the 617 Squadron F-35B Lightning's, French Mirage 2000s based in Djibouti and 
US Marine Corps F-35Bs that are also currently embarked aboard HMS Queen Elizabeth.  
 

STOP PRESS: One of the RAF's eight F-35b aircraft crashed into the sea after a pilot had to eject 
over the Mediterranean. It is understood that the incident happened over international waters at 
10am on Wednesday, shortly after takeoff. The pilot ejected safely, the 7662nd to be saved by a 
Martin-Baker ejection seat. 
All imagery courtesy of the United States Department of Defence. 
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Prior to the fly past the B-1Bs, from the 9th Expeditionary Bomb Squadron based at Dyess Air 
Force Base, Texas, worked with U.S. and French joint terminal attack controllers to carry out a 
simulated close air support strike at a range in Djibouti. The U.S. Bombers were then joined by the 
other jets for the fly past. The fly past was watched by around 200 senior leaders and guests 
representing Djibouti, France, Japan, Italy, Spain, the U.K., and the U.S. who came together at the 
invitation of the US Combined Joint Task Force-Horn of Africa. The visitors in addition to 
witnessing the flyover, also saw a variety of interactive and static demonstrations designed to 
showcase the combined military strength present in Djibouti; recognising the shared partnerships, 
history and commitment to peace of the participating nations. "I am delighted that the UK's Carrier 
Strike Group is able to participate in this event, it further demonstrates that the Strike Group and 
this deployment is truly international by design. The ability to operate seamlessly with our allies 
shows that we are stronger together and underpins stability and security within the region." 
Commodore Moorhouse Royal Navy OBE Commander UK Carrier Strike Group. "The mission 
served as a visual representation of the international participants’ collective commitment to stability 
and security in the Horn of Africa and it further demonstrates Djibouti’s commitment as a leading 
security partner in the region." Major General Anderson U.S. Africa Command Director of 
Operations. 

SA RAIL SHOCKINGLY UNDERUTILIISED: 
Maybe there is light at the end of this tunnel.... Plans to allow private operators to use Transnet’s 
rail network are expected to move some 58 million tons of cargo progressively off South Africa’s 
battered roads. The move to allow third parties to access Transnet’s vast rail network was 
highlighted by Finance Minister Enoch Godongwana in his maiden mini-budget speech last week, 
where he said such access would be granted by the end of 2022. But it has in fact been years in 
the making and stems back to a 2017 draft White Paper on national rail policy and, more recently, 
was revived by government’s economic reconstruction and recovery plan. Whether Transnet can 
manage the move is the 58 million dollar question... 

THE SPECIAL MORNING THE RAF WAS BORN: 

  

In 1973 aviation artist Frank Wootton honoured the 75th 
Anniversary of the Royal Air Force with an oil painting “April 
Morning: France 1918.” In 1918, following the suggestion of Lt 
Gen Jan Smuts’ Cabinet Committee, the British Government 
merged the Royal Flying Corps with the Royal Navy Air Service 
to create the first independent Air Force in the world. Maj Gen 
Sir Hugh Trenchard became the Chief of Air Staff for the joint 
service. As the artist explained: “Two of the gentlemen depicted 
in the Crossley staff car are Sir Hugh Trenchard and General 
Smuts. 
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The aircraft are a Sopwith Camel and, beyond, several SE5A’s, the two most successful British 
fighter aircraft of WW1. Above them, returning from a night raid, fly two Handley Page 0/400 
bombers.” On that April morning which saw the birth of the RAF, the end of the war was still a long 
way off. The German air force would remain a threat to the very end. The RAF, however, faced the 
future with conviction and ability, establishing their proud and prized traditions, proving beyond 
doubt that air power was vital to the safety of King and country. The 850 limited edition fine art 
prints offered for sale in 1993 were countersigned by Marshal of the Royal Air Force Sir Peter 
Harding CDS, ACM, Sir Michael Graydon CAS and ACM, Sir John Thompson, CIC Strike 
Command, with proceeds going to the RAFA Eagle Lodge Appeal and the RAFA Benevolent 
Fund. (RAF News, 2 April 1993 Sent in by Philip Weyers) 
 

An excerpt from the Smuts Report of 17 August 1917, said by AM Tony Mason RAF to be the 
single most important document in the history of Air Power. “Air Service on the contrary, can be 
used as an independent means of war operations far from and independently of, both Army and 
Navy. As far as can be presently foreseen there is absolutely no limit to the scale of its future 
independent war use. And the day might not be far off when aerial operations with their 
devastation of enemy lands and destruction of industrial and populous centres on a vast scale may 
become the principal operations of war to which the older forms of military and naval operations 
may become secondary and subordinate. In our opinion there is no reason why the Air Board 
(which was a joint service committee) should any longer continue in its present form and there is 
every reason why it should be raised to the status of an independent Ministry in control of its own 
war service”    
 
WHAT IS TRUTH? 
 

“What is truth? asked jesting Pilate and would not stay for an answer...” (Francis Bacon)                                    
 

One of the features of the last 2 incredible years has been the unremitting Tsunami of propaganda 
and downright misinformation in the media and on social media in particular as Governments have 
spread fear, uncertainty and doubt amongst their citizens in a manner previously unprecedented in 
history, and reminiscent of the Nazi propaganda machine of the 1930s and 40s. That was seen for 
what it was, but we in this generation appear to have lost our capability for rational thought and 
discernment. An able student and practitioner of the black arts of propaganda, former KGB agent, 
Yuri Bezmenov, who defected to the West in 1970, said in the 1980s: "Exposure to true 
information does not matter anymore. A person who has been demoralized is unable to assess 
true information. The facts tell nothing to him. Even if I shower him with information; with authentic 
proof; with documents; with pictures; even if I take him by force to the Soviet Union and show him 
a concentration camp, he will refuse to believe it until he receives a kick in his bottom. When a 
military boot crashes his balls, then he will understand. But not before that. That’s the tragedy of 
the situation of demoralization." 
 

Almost two years of sustained government and corporate media propaganda have successfully 
demoralised millions of people around the world. We are living the nightmare.... 
 
NOVEMBER LUNCH: 
 

After our long enforced absence, a goodly company of twenty members and friends foregathered 
at Wanderers last Friday 12 November. First item of business, as it was Remembrance Week, was 
to lay a Wreath at the Wanderers Wall of Remembrance, which we have done for a number of 
years past. This was photographed by Club staff as well as by Hanke Fourie, and will appear in the 
Wanderers Newsletter as well as on the RAFOC website. The Club are delighted to see us back. 
We then adjourned to the Terrace where we had a reserved table. We then discovered that there 
was a Corporate Function also taking place on the Terrace and balcony, and the noise level from 
which was at full African festive level.... Requests to tone it down brought brief lulls which soon 
gave way to full African volume again.... Let it be recoded that late in the afternoon some of our 
stayers joined the revelry before it was terminated at 16h00... Gordon Dyne wrote: “Hope your 
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hearing is recovering albeit slowly. My already poor hearing is about back to its usual level!! 
Thank you very much for organising the RAFOC Remembrance lunch on Friday. It was great 
fun....” and this was echoed by many of those present who enjoyed just getting together again. 
 
CHEERS! FOR TODAY: 
 

Now 606 days since the start of the great lockdown, this is the eighty-third weekly Newssheet - 
“Members News, Reminiscences and Ramblings” - items of Air Force interest, or greetings to the 
Club or any other happenings of interest, that will help us all to keep in contact and entertained 
through the lockdown... the Covid clouds are lifting, and we are relieved. Things are starting to 
come back to some kind of normal.... Thanks for the contributions! We’ll use them in successive 
editions…. 
Please continue to take care – Support others where you can. Don’t spread alarm and 
despondency on social media – you may become the target of a showcase trial under new 
legislation... Remember that all this, too, shall pass.... 
We are now working on a venue for the Ladies Christmas Lunch on Friday 3 December – details to 
follow.... 
 
TAILPIECE: 
 

So he was looking for a girl who was milder,  
All he knew were those who were wilder, 
So he looked around, 
And all that he found, 
Were girls that were either or neither? 
(The Sherriff of Nottingham Road) 
 
For past 20 years, my wife has been complaining about my not putting the cap back on the 
toothpaste. This anniversary, I decided to change this bad habit and make my wife happy. 
For a week, I was diligent, always capping the toothpaste. I was expecting my wife to thank me, 
but she never did it. Finally, last night, she turned and looked at me and said - "Why have you 
stopped brushing your teeth?" 
Marriage is a social crime, I tell you.... 
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MEETING AN OLD FRIEND, FIFTY YEARS ON. 
 

During deep Covid lock down of May 2020, my friend Jon Adams gave me a call, mentioning that 
he had been doing some cleaning up and had found his RAF logbook, Jon, being a man of few 
words, got to the point of the call right away.  
“What is the serial number of your Chipmunk” asked Jon. 
My reply “WP871”. 
Dead silence and after a long pause, Jon breathlessly said, you will not believe this but that is the 
Chipmunk I went solo on, fifty years ago at RAF Church Fenton. 
Now what are the chances that of the 1150 Chipmunks produced in the UK, Jon would have gone 
solo on the one that found its way to South Africa and is now under my curatorship.  
Jon flew this aircraft just once, the day he went solo. 
After the wow, can’t believe that, what are the chances of this, we moved quickly to the next logical 
question, Jon when would you like to fly her again? 
I could feel the excitement and trepidation over the phone. I suggested that we fly on a suitable 
anniversary. As fate had played its first card now it played its second card. We waited many 
months for the renewal of the paperwork. Of course, now that the aircraft was on the ground for 
almost 6 months, as aircraft do, she now went technical. This problem took a few months to fix.   
Every time Jon and I met, the conversation was when are we going to fly? 
Finally, the G-ds were kind to us, aircraft paperwork in order and the machine all working, again.  I 
asked Jon for a suitable date. 
The 11th Day of the 11th Month and at the 11th hour was chosen. 
The day finally arrived, I am always early for arrangements, but Jon beat me to the airport by half 
an hour. 
As we walked across the apron our conversation fell into silence. There was no doubt that Jon was 
filled with emotion as he approached an old friend after fifty years. 
I just kept quiet and my distance, as I watched this man go back to his twenties in his thoughts, I 
felt the emotion of his first solo and I looked on as he put his hands on WP871 and caressed her 
gently. This was a very special moment as I would not call Jon a sentimental man. 
After a few minutes we made our way to the office of the hangar where we had a cup of tea with 
double sugar for Jon. We looked at the logbook, found the original entry entered fifty years ago – 
January 9th, 1973.  
Now the next shocker.... We had arranged that we would wear flying overalls for this occasion. Jon 
opened his kit bag and produced a still shiny pair of boots. Yes, these were his original flying boots 
that he had worn on the day he went solo all those years ago.  His overall was the same as worn 
on that special day as well and yes, he can still fit into it. So decked out in his original RAF kit we 
again approached the Chipmunk for the pre-flight. 
Pre-flight done, it was time for a few photos to be taken and then Jon got into the front cockpit. 
(This is where the pupil would sit) Another few minutes of silence and stillness passed as Jon went back 
fifty years in this mind. Same boots, same flying suit but this time no parachute. 
We did a familiarization briefing and then I primed our steed and strapped into the back cockpit. 
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Now please understand that besides the paint job, this aircraft is as original as the day it left the 
service of the RAF. However, one change is that when it was last flown by Jon, it had the original 
Coffman shot gun starter. Later an electric starter was installed by the RAF. 
So the starter button was pressed and WP871 burst into life. Again there was an emotional pause 
while Jon was absorbed in memories. 
Taxi clearance received and off we went. Well it was as if he had taxied the aircraft only the other 
day. We got to the holding point, run-ups done and now it was time to enter runway 35. Jon had 
been muttering that he was apprehensive about how he is going to fly the aircraft which is totally 
understandable. I could feel his apprehension and it was time to give power. 
Power was given and yes, we did drift a little each side of the centre line. In no time we were 
airborne and immediately I could feel that Jon had competent control of the aircraft as we drifted 
over the purple jacaranda trees of the northern suburbs of Johannesburg. 
Being such an auspicious day we had another mission to complete. At the 11th hour, we flew over 
one of the MOTH retirement villages in Fairlands. This was special as the carpark was full of 
senior members of the society all waving at us. Certainly a “lump in the throat” moment. 
We flew around Johannesburg for about an hour and then it was time to return to Rand Airport. 
Jon had done all the flying and again I could sense that he was understandably tensing up for the 
landing. I gave him a little patter on the approach, and he did a greaser of a landing. 
We stopped outside the hangar, cut the engine and we just sat in silence. 
What are the chances of such an event and what an event? 
Jon’s last flight as a fully licensed Pilot was 8th December 1978 in a HS 125. Unfortunately, he 
was laid low with a cancer scare and his licence was suspended but he managed to beat the Big 
C. Well done.  
Written by Brian Appleton November 2021 
 

  
 


